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Abstract. The PET (positron emission tomography) image quality can be degraded due
to respiratory motion artifacts, gating techniques utilizing the tracking motion informa-
tion are able to reduce the image degradation. This paper presents a new gating method
that utilizes the geometric sensitivity feature of a 3D PET scanner system operating in
list event acquisition mode. The count rate detected by PET scanner from a given body
organ will depend on the axial location of the organ in the FOV (field of view) due to
the geometric sensitivity. As a result, the respiratory motion phase can be determined
from count rate changes for motion gating. This method has several advantages over the
existing methods. It only uses LOR (line of response) events and is non-invasive; No
additional hardware device systems and no additional patient preparation are required.
Using GATE (GEANT4 Application Tomographic Emission) with a configuration simu-
lating a Philips Allegro PET system demonstrates that the geometric sensitivity method
is able to reduce motion artifacts.
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1. Introduction. Respiratory motion results from the diaphragmatic expansion/contra-
ction cycle of the lung cavity. PET data acquisition for one thoracic bed position scanning
takes a few minutes, its image is reconstructed from averaged data over many respiratory
cycles. As a result, respiratory motion affects delineation of anatomical function and
structures and leads to erroneous position, shape and volume information for the target
by such motion [1,2]. In order to improve image quality, gating techniques have been
developed to compensate respiratory motion.

Respiratory gating involves the recording of a signal proportional to respiratory volume
and position, and extracts the same respiratory motion phases of the breathing cycles to
sum up for an image reconstruction. Efforts in gating to correct motion artifacts in PET
imaging may be classified into two categories: external and internal approaches. The
external approach uses a position monitoring system to track the subject movements for
gating. Several motion device tracking systems have been studied for PET/CT imaging.
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